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Abstract 

 Hybrid warfare will be the most likely type of conflict the US and its allies will face in 

the future. Hybrid warfare is the use of conventional and unconventional ways and means—by 

any combination of state and non-state actors—within the same battlespace. Conventional and 

unconventional ways and means include forces, weapons and tactics, and are characterized by 

the use of modern technology and a high degree of unity of effort between regular and irregular 

forces.  

 The argument that hybrid warfare will be the most likely type of conflict the US and its 

allies will face in the future is based on a convergence of three geopolitical drivers. These 

include, the transformation of traditional governing structures, disputes over political power 

caused by long-standing cultural differences and state sponsorship of insurgencies and 

revolutions. Traditional security interests will lead to state sponsorship of internal conflicts as 

states choose sides in these struggles for power. The wars that result will be characterized by 

conventional and unconventional ways and means, producing hybrid war. Our own security 

interests and the interests of our allies will draw us into these wars, as we seek to maintain 

international order and prevent the spillover effects of war. 

The strategic framework for preventing hybrid wars and deterring/defeating hybrid 

adversaries is based on two pillars. The first pillar consists of actions to assist and support weak 

or failing states. The second pillar consists of actions directed toward the hybrid adversary, 

which will most likely be a combination of a non-state actor and an internationally recognized 

state actor. Through use of the ongoing conflict in Ukraine as a case study, the implications of 

the analysis argue for building a balanced force that can simultaneously employ across the full 

spectrum of operations and rapidly deploy to all areas of the globe. 



 

 

Introduction 

 The dispute between pro-Russian and pro-Western factions in Ukraine led to revolution 

and civil war in 2014. Russia’s annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and military intervention in 

eastern Ukraine provoked international condemnation.1 Though Russian President Vladimir 

Putin denied any military involvement, it became clear as the conflict continued, that the pro-

Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine were not fighting alone.  

 In August 2014, a concerned NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen 

summarized the extent of Russian involvement: “We have seen artillery firing across the border 

and also inside Ukraine. We have seen Russian military buildup along the border. Quite clearly, 

Russia is involved in destabilizing eastern Ukraine . . . You see a sophisticated combination of 

traditional conventional warfare mixed up with information and primarily disinformation 

operations. It will take more than NATO to counter such hybrid warfare effectively.”2   

 Russia’s use of hybrid warfare in Ukraine represents a threat to state sovereignty in 

Eastern Europe, where, like Ukraine, many states have large Russian minority populations. 

Moreover, Russia’s methods are sure to be emulated by other adversaries who seek to offset 

western conventional military superiority. For these reasons, hybrid warfare is a topic of strategic 

importance.  

 In the future, hybrid warfare will be the most likely type of conflict the US and its allies 

will face as a result of the convergence of several geopolitical drivers. These include, the 

transformation of traditional governing structures, disputes over political power caused by long-

standing cultural differences, and state sponsorship of insurgencies. In this paper, I define hybrid 

warfare in detail, argue why it will be the most likely type of conflict the US and its allies will 

encounter, and lay out a strategic framework for deterring and defeating these hybrid threats.  



 

 

Defining Hybrid Warfare  

  The concept of hybrid war is closely related to military theorist William Lind’s concept 

of Fourth Generation Warfare.3 Lind traces the evolution of the modern war from the Peace of 

Westphalia in 1648, which established the modern nation state, to the end of the twentieth 

century and the rise of powerful non-state actors. Lind’s work shows how emerging battlefield 

technology and tactics influenced strategy, military organization and culture.4 Fourth Generation 

Warfare marks what Lind calls the “most radical” change from the Westphalian tradition 

because in it, the “state loses its monopoly on war.” The nature of this type of conflict calls into 

question the “legitimacy of the state.”5 Lind’s theory is exemplified by the rise of powerful non-

state actors such as Hezbollah, Hamas and Al Qaeda. The rise of the Islamic State—and the 

debate surrounding whether it is in fact a state—also supports Lind’s theory. 

Retired US Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel Frank Hoffman was among the first 

military theorists to use the term hybrid war. Though several different modifications have been 

put forth,6 his definition remains the most routinely cited because it captures the unique aspects 

of hybrid warfare. Hoffman writes: 

 The blurring of modes of war, the blurring of who fights, and what 
  technologies are brought to bear, produces a wide range of variety and  
 complexity that we call Hybrid Warfare. Hybrid Wars can be conducted 
 by both states and a variety of non-state actors. Hybrid Wars incorporate  
 a range of different modes of warfare, including conventional capabilities, 
 irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate  
 violence and coercion, and criminal disorder. These multi-modal activities 
 can be conducted by separate units, or even by the same unit, but are  
 generally operationally and tactically directed and coordinated within 
 the main battlespace to achieve synergistic effects.7 
 

The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgment that the statesman and 
commander have to make is to establish by that test the kind of war on which they are 
embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into, something that is alien to its 
nature.      
   Clausewitz, On War, pg. 88 



 

 

 Hoffman contends the classic example of a hybrid war is the 2006 conflict in Lebanon 

between Israel and Hezbollah. Hoffman asserts Hezbollah “demonstrated a number of state-like 

military capabilities,” that included “short and intermediate-range rockets and missiles,” “anti-

armor missile systems,” Iranian-supplied UAVs, and a “signals intelligence” capability that 

permitted Hezbollah to monitor Israeli phone calls and “de-encrypt” “frequency hopping radio 

traffic.”8   

The current war in Ukraine meets Hoffman’s criteria for a hybrid war. There is a level of 

operationally and tactically directed coordination taking place between the pro-Russian rebel 

forces and the Russian military. You also see a number of state-like military capabilities being 

used by the Russian-backed rebels. For these reasons, leaders like NATO Secretary General 

Rasmussen and Supreme Allied Commander General Philip Breedlove have chosen to 

characterize the ongoing conflict in Ukraine as a hybrid one.9 This characterization is important 

because it reveals the nature of the war—Clausewitz’s “supreme” and most “far-reaching” act of 

judgment for military commanders.  

 I define hybrid warfare as the use of conventional and unconventional ways and means—

by any combination of state and non-state actors—within the same battlespace.10 In my 

definition, ways and means include operations, tactics, forces and weapons. These ways and 

means are characterized by the use of modern technology and a high degree of unity of effort 

between conventional and unconventional forces. The modern battlespace may include 

geographic zones outside the physical borders of the conflict. For example, surface to air missile 

batteries operating within the borders of one state may be used to restrict freedom movement in 

the conflict region. The modern battlespace has also expanded to include space and cyber space, 

and includes its exploitation for informational, financial and kinetic effects.                                                     



 

 

 Hybrid warfare is more complicated, nuanced and expansive than the unconventional 

wars we have fought in the past. Hybrid warfare can take place between any combination of state 

and non-state actors. In many cases, non-state actors or insurgent groups will have some degree 

of state sponsorship. This is the case in Ukraine. The state will most likely provide the non-state 

actor with the financial support, advanced weaponry and covert forces necessary to wage hybrid 

war. We might also encounter a situation where irregular forces support the state. This is the case 

with the Shi’a and Kurdish militias in Iraq.                                                                                

 The political role of non-state actors may also be more prominent in hybrid war than in 

previous wars that featured the combination of conventional and unconventional forces. In 

hybrid wars, it will be difficult to discern the organization, command and control structure, and 

political goals of the adversary. This characteristic will have a major impact on strategy. For 

example, the Viet Cong augmented the North Vietnamese Army for much of the Vietnam War, 

but there was no doubt that Ho Chi Minh was the political leader of the effort. On the other hand, 

Hezbollah plays a much more dominant political role in Lebanon, as does Hamas in Gaza. 

Discerning who is leading those organizations, and the degree of influence of their state sponsors 

is challenging. This characteristic is critical, because ending a hybrid war will involve 

negotiating the terms of surrender or peace with both the non-state actor and the state sponsor.  

 In summary, hybrid warfare represents the synthesis of all the ways and means available 

in modern warfare. As Russia’s actions in Ukraine have made clear, our future adversaries will 

exploit those ways and means for their military and political advantage. 

 

 





 

 

Our own security interests and the interests of our allies will draw us into these wars, as we seek 

to maintain international order and prevent the spillover effects of war, such as international 

terrorism and the mass flow of refugees.  

 Figure 1 (see previous page) depicts what this environment will look like. Usually, all of 

the actors and drivers that are fomenting hybrid war will be present, although in varying degrees 

based upon the particular conflict. A thorough understanding of each of the actors and drivers is 

required to develop the appropriate strategic response.11 

 The first such driver is the notion that traditional governing structures are continuing to 

transform or unravel in many parts of the world. In the greater Middle East, many of the pan-

Arab governments that were militarily sustained by the US or Soviet Union during the Cold War 

are transforming, as exemplified by the Arab Spring. Additionally, many countries in Eastern 

Europe, such as Ukraine, are still struggling to implement democracy. Finally, countries in 

Africa, Asia and the Americas are still struggling to implement peaceful democratic rule after 

centuries of colonial rule. As these governmental transformations take place, long-buried cultural 

differences within each state are coming to the surface as factions struggle for political power. 

 By cultural differences, I am referring to deeply rooted disputes, and not simply the 

surface definitions of culture like external customs or dialect. What we see taking place world-

wide are conflicts based on long-standing historical, religious and ideological differences such 

as those that exist between Shi’a and Sunni Muslim, Pashtun Taliban or ethnic Tajik, or Southern 

Sudan Animist/Christian and Northern Sudan Arab/Muslim. These cultural differences often 

form the backbone of political movements as states fail, and the absence of the rule of law leads 

to violence.12 



 

 

 Several prominent scholars have written about the influence culture plays in initiating 

conflict. William Lind identified the shift from state on state conflict back to a more ancient form 

of warfare driven by cultural differences.13 Political scientist Samuel Huntington and historian 

John Keegan published major works on how culture leads to conflict.14 Frank Hoffman argues 

warfare in the modern era will be characterized by a violent ideological struggle, waged 

primarily by non-state actors who fight in a manner that “blurs” the divide between conventional 

and irregular war. He writes, “Rather than Fukuyama’s End of History, our security is challenged 

by a violent reaction generated as a side product of globalization.15 This reaction is abetted or 

exploited by the fervently fanatic and faith-based factions within the Middle East.”16  

 In the greater Middle East, underlying historical, religious and ideological differences 

that were masked by the rule of pan-Arab Nationalist dictators during the Cold War and its 

immediate aftermath are now rising to the surface and producing violent conflict. This struggle is 

often driven by a secular/fundamentalist divide—as seen in  Libya and Egypt, or Shi’a/Sunni 

divide—as seen in Syria and Iraq. Cultural, religious and ideological struggles for power are not 

limited to the greater Middle East. In Africa, we are seeing the continued growth of Islamic 

fundamentalist non-state actors and insurgent groups—like Boko Haram in Nigeria—who are 

attempting to resolve their differences through the use of violence. In many of the former Soviet 

Republics, large Russian minorities have expressed their desire to re-establish closer ties with 

Russia, as opposed to the various ethnic majorities who seek to establish relations with the west. 

The conflict in Ukraine is partially explained by the centuries-old struggle between Russia and 

the west.  

In addition to cultural drivers such as historical grievances, religion and ideology, 

traditional state security interests will also lead to the outbreak of hybrid wars. Putin’s 



 

 

intervention in Ukraine is driven by a confluence of cultural factors and his desire for a security 

buffer zone between Russia and NATO.17 Security interests and culture also intersect in the 

ongoing wars in Syria and Iraq. All of the major regional actors—Iran, Iraq, Syria, Turkey, 

Jordan and Saudi Arabia—have complex security and cultural reasons that influence their 

participation in the conflict.   

 As states provide non-state actors with financial backing, modern weapons and well-

trained forces, hybrid wars will become increasingly complex. As a result, hybrid war will take 

on the characteristics of a low-level insurgency and a modern conventional war. In Ukraine, the 

rebel use of radar guided surface-to-air missiles, MANPADs (man-portable air-defense systems) 

and anti-aircraft artillery—presumably supplied by Russia18—has resulted in the shoot down of 

twenty Ukrainian military fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, in addition to Malaysian Airlines 

Flight MH-17.19   

 Hybrid warfare will also use modern information technology—such as cell phones and 

social media—for the purposes of connecting and organizing large groups to support a political 

cause and for battlefield command and control. The Arab Spring is one example. In the future, 

we will most likely witness the increasingly sophisticated use of cyber warfare in order to disrupt 

or destroy state industrial, financial and military networks. We have already seen the Russians 

conduct cyber attacks in Georgia and Estonia.20  

 During hybrid war, all of the geopolitical drivers and factors discussed above will merge, 

making the hybrid battlespace increasingly more complex. The Hybrid Warfare Framework I 

offer in the next section is designed to address each of these actors and drivers in parallel in order 

to prevent hybrid conflict from occurring—or if necessary, bring about conflict termination and 

resolution after a hybrid war begins.  





 

 

dominant drivers of each particular conflict, and they should be applied simultaneously. 

Furthermore, these actions must also continue to be applied once hybrid conflict breaks out.  

The second pillar consists of actions directed toward the hybrid adversary, which will 

most likely be a combination of a non-state actor and an internationally recognized state actor. 

These actions will focus on deterring state sponsors from fueling hybrid conflict, or defeating the 

hybrid adversary once a war has begun. They include: collecting and analyzing intelligence 

about the forces driving the hybrid war and the actors who are participating in it—to include 

their motives, strategy and tactics; conducting diplomatic negotiations with all parties and 

building international support for our objectives; conducting information operations on a 

strategic scale to expose the state’s sponsorship of insurgent, terrorist or revolutionary groups 

and any war crimes or atrocities being committed by the hybrid opponents and building support 

for the US/coalition cause; imposing economic and financial sanctions on state sponsors and 

freezing the funds of non-state actors; and building a military force to deter—and if necessary 

decisively defeat—the hybrid adversary within the hybrid battlespace. These actions fall more in 

line with traditional strategic and operational planning; however, they will need to be modified to 

address hybrid war.  

One of the lessons observed from the study of hybrid conflicts is the requirement to be 

able to simultaneously counter conventional and unconventional threats. We should re-address 

the current method of operational planning that divides conflicts into shaping, seizing the 

initiative, decisive action, and transition to civil authority phases. Because hybrid wars 

concurrently take on characteristics of both conventional and unconventional conflict, our plans 

will have to adjust as well. Conventional and unconventional military actions, such as targeting 

military supply routes and protecting the population, must occur at the same time. They will not 





 

 

particularly critical in the areas of the globe that our political leaders believe represent a threat to 

our vital interests or to the international order. Analysis will identify which drivers are most 

important and the likelihood of political conflict becoming violent. The fact we were caught off-

guard by the Arab Spring and the rapid rise of the Islamic State supports this claim. We should 

rely not only on US analysis, but also on the analysis of other states and non-governmental 

organizations. Approaching the analysis from different paradigms is likely to lead to a more 

accurate perspective.  

 As we identify areas of potential or ongoing conflict, we will need to use our diplomatic, 

informational, economic and military sources of power to keep these conflicts from erupting into 

full-scale hybrid wars or resolving them after they have already begun. As with intelligence 

collection and analysis, all of these elements should target the drivers of conflict and be modified 

according to the context of each particular situation. Diplomacy should be used to resolve 

internal and external political conflict through peaceful means. Information operations should be 

used to effectively shape the domestic and international political environment and to encourage 

peaceful resolution. Economic assistance should attempt to support government infrastructure 

and services, and economic sanctions should target state sponsors and non-state financial assets. 

In the first pillar, military power should be used for security cooperation, foreign internal defense 

and border security; however, it should be used thoughtfully—and not for the purpose of 

suppressing minority factions.  

 Under this paradigm, military security cooperation must be done with an eye toward the 

cultural and political drivers of conflict, and be careful not to exacerbate them. In the past, 

foreign aid, to include arms sales, has often led to the suppression of minority voices—despite 

the best intentions of our military and State Department leaders. The dictatorship in Egypt and 



 

 

the Shia’ dominated government of Iraq are two potential examples that come to mind. In both 

instances, governments who suppressed or excluded large segments of their populations were 

enabled by US financial and military support. Our current paradigm for financial aid, security 

cooperation and foreign internal defense will have to evolve in order to ensure we are not arming 

our future adversaries in the event insurgents topple US-backed governments or take control of 

the weapons of the state. The rise of the Islamic State in Iraq is an example, as they now control 

many of the weapons we provided to the Iraqi state. The increasing prominence of insurgent 

groups in Yemen is another. Security cooperation will only be successful over the long term if it 

supports a just government that gives voice to minority factions.   

 In a recent interview with Vox’s Matthew Yglesias, President Barack Obama emphasized 

the importance of just and inclusive government when discussing the ongoing strategy to combat 

the Islamic State. The president said, “What we’ve learned in Iraq is you can keep a lid on those 

sectarian issues as long as we’ve got the greatest military on Earth there on the ground, but as 

soon as we leave, which at some point we would, we’d have the same problems again. So what I 

said was Iraqis have to show us that they are prepared to put together a functioning government, 

that the Shia majority is prepared to reach out to the Kurds and Sunnis, and that they’re credibly 

willing to fight on the ground.”22 This effort will have to strike a delicate balance between US 

interests and the protection of individual rights. For this reason, the role of just governance and 

the protection of civil rights must be conditions of any US military and economic assistance.  

 The ongoing conflict in Ukraine offers a good model for demonstrating how the above 

framework should be employed. The US and its allies should take the following actions toward 

Ukraine: intelligence collection and analysis in order to understand the dynamics of the internal 

security situation in Ukraine; diplomacy to enact cease-fires; information operations to build 



 

 

support internally for just government; economic assistance to help the Ukrainian people and 

stabilize the government; and security cooperation—to include arms sales—to ensure the 

Ukrainians can properly defend their borders and maintain internal security.  

 Additionally, the US and its allies should take the following actions toward Russia and 

the hybrid rebel force fighting inside Ukraine: intelligence collection and analysis to ascertain 

Russia’s strategy and desired end state; diplomacy to shore up international support for Russian 

sanctions and bring about a diplomatic solution to the crisis; informational power—through the 

use of all media—to reveal the truth behind Russia’s furtive involvement; economic sanctions to 

pressure the Russian economy;23 and military power to build a force that will deter future 

aggression. This force should be a combination of NATO’s planned reaction force and a division 

size US ground force—augmented by NATO air, space, cyber and special operations forces. 

 In December 2014, NATO announced the decision to create a brigade-size “interim 

spearhead force” comprised of German, Dutch and Norwegian troops and capable of rapidly 

deploying to potentially troubled regions by January 2015.24 The NATO reaction force will be 

built to deploy on very short notice. It will serve as a “test bed” for a larger permanent force that 

is scheduled to deploy in 2016. NATO states the force has the  “overarching purpose of being 

able to provide a rapid military response to an emerging crisis, whether for collective defense 

purposes or for other crisis-response operations.”25 The response force will contain naval, air, 

land and special operations forces. The nations who contribute to the force will rotate. Most 

importantly, the force “will be tailored (adjusted in size and capability) to match the demands of 

any specific operation to which it is committed.”26  

 As it designs its reaction force, NATO should heed the lessons of previous hybrid wars. 

RAND scholar David Johnson presents an excellent example of the tactical lessons learned 



 

 

during the 2006 hybrid war between Israel and Hezbollah. In Military Capabilities for Hybrid 

War: Insights from the Israeli Defense Forces in Lebanon and Gaza, Johnson characterizes the 

unique threat posed by hybrid opponents. He illustrates how misperceptions of an adversary’s 

capabilities can lead to poor choices in strategy, operations, tactics and resources. Johnson 

maintains US successes in the Kosovo War, Afghanistan and Iraq “spurred a belief in the Israeli 

defense establishment that standoff attack by fires (principally by air power) was an effective 

means to affect the will of an adversary and determine outcomes.”27 Additionally, he argues, 

“the second al-Aqsa intifada, which began in late 2000, forced the Israeli Army to focus on 

operations to stop terrorist attacks inside Israel.” This led Israeli leaders to conclude “Israel was 

beyond the era of a major war and that the primary role of ground forces was LIC (Low Intensity 

Conflict).”28 When standoff fires via airpower failed to defeat the will of Hezbollah, Israel found 

itself involved in a violent ground war in southern Lebanon it was unprepared to wage.  

 Johnson believes the Israelis entered the ground conflict in Lebanon unprepared for their 

more technologically advanced and tactically sophisticated opponent.29 Johnson’s analysis ties 

directly to the idea that the combination of state sponsorship and modern weapons technology is 

a potential enabler—or driver—of conflict escalation. Hezbollah’s ability to inflict damage on 

Israeli Defense Forces through the use of modern technology significantly changed the character 

of the fight. If Israel understood this dynamic going into the conflict, they would have been able 

to adjust their strategy and operational planning accordingly.  

 Johnson’s description of what took place on the battlefield highlights danger for states 

that believe airpower can win a war by itself. There is equal warning for states that believe all 

future land warfare will resemble low-intensity conflict, and consequently choose to focus on 

unconventional threats at the exclusion of conventional ones.30 Johnson warns the US may make 



 

 

the same mistake the Israelis did prior to the war in Lebanon if they draw similar conclusions 

about future wars from their counter-insurgency experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan.31 NATO 

should heed these lessons as it designs its response force. It must be large enough—and 

sophisticated enough at combined arms and maneuver—in order to serve as an effective 

deterrent in Eastern Europe.  

 Another consideration for the response force is determining the political will of all the 

nations who plan to contribute to it. Some scholars have warned about the potential political 

shortcomings of the NATO force. Heidi Hardt writes, “Time and again, policymakers have 

debated the idea of rapid-reaction forces. Practitioners recognize that delays cost lives. Yet of 

those international organizations that have invested in rapid-reaction forces, none have followed 

through with deployment. Political will has both prevented the deployment of rapid-reaction 

forces and slowed the establishment of broader peacekeeping operations. After decades of 

attempts, the United Nations failed to establish a rapid-reaction force.”32 In order for the NATO 

reaction force to be an effective deterrent, all of the nations will have to be prepared to act jointly 

and rapidly.  

 Given the state of current European military forces, the reaction force will need to be 

augmented by a sizeable US force in order to deter future aggression in Eastern Europe. This will 

most likely require forward deploying a division size force of approximately 10,000 troops to 

Eastern Europe, while diplomatically signaling to Russia the defensive nature of the movement. 

In December 2014, the Army announced plans to rotate approximately 100 Abrams tanks, 

Bradley fighting vehicles and an unspecified number of ground troops to Poland as a deterrent 

force.33 This force will need to be supported by NATO air, space, cyber and special operations 

forces. If necessary, US and NATO naval assets, including a Marine Expeditionary Unit, could 



 

 

be deployed to the Baltic Sea to further signal NATO’s resolve. In June 2014, the USS Mount 

Whitney (LCC 20) and the Arleigh Burke class guided-missile destroyer USS Oscar Austin 

(DDG 79) participated in Baltic Operations (BALTOPS), the annual joint and combined exercise 

in the Baltic Sea.34 This type of exercise could serve as a useful deterrent in the future, especially 

if the number of nations who participate in it expands. It must occur in parallel with clear 

diplomatic communications; however, in order to avoid inadvertently escalating the crisis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 Conclusion and Additional Recommendations 

 Hybrid war will be the most likely conflict the US will face in the future. The 

transformation of traditional governing structures will reveal deep-rooted cultural and ideological 

differences, and subsequently lead to violent struggles for political power in weak and failing 

states. Additionally, traditional security interests will lead to the state sponsorship of 

insurgencies through financial backing and the proliferation of modern weapons of war. The 

wars that result will be characterized by both conventional and unconventional ways and means.  

 The US must remember the historical and cultural lessons it learned from its counter-

insurgency campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, and at the same time prepare to face a far more 

technologically and operationally sophisticated enemy. Future conflicts may deny US forces the 

freedom of movement they have enjoyed in the last two conflicts. The potential combination of 

Improvised Explosive Devices, electronic and cyber warfare, anti-armor weapons, long-range 

rockets, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and sophisticated anti-aircraft weapons will make a future 

hybrid conflict extremely challenging.   

 In the past, terms like Full Spectrum Operations implied the US must be prepared to 

conduct all types of operations—from peacekeeping missions and low-intensity conflict on one 

end of the spectrum, to conventional war on the other. In hybrid war, all of the characteristics of 

Full Spectrum Operations may appear in the same battlespace and at the same time.  

  The framework I propose for deterring and defeating hybrid conflicts relies heavily on 

intelligence collection and analysis in order to understand the actors involved in hybrid conflict 

and the forces driving them toward violence. Moreover, it makes coordinated and parallel use of 

Today’s conflicts clearly combine new actors with new technology and new or transfigured 
ways of war, but the old threats also remain and have to be dealt with at the same time and in 
the same space, stressing the resources and overloading the systems of western militaries. 
    
   David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerilla, pgs. 5-6.  



 

 

the diplomatic, informational and economic instruments of national power in order prevent 

hybrid conflicts from occurring, deter state sponsors and resolve these conflicts after they begin. 

The military component of both pillars of my framework must occur in parallel with the other 

instruments of power, whether being used to deter aggression, dissuade insurgent activities, or 

defeat a hybrid adversary in a full-scale hybrid war.    

 Potential hybrid threats will require us to re-evaluate the debate over future US force 

structure, which currently pits the proponents of a low-tech—and manpower intensive—counter-

insurgency force against the proponents of a force built to wage modern conventional war. An 

enemy who possesses the mixture of high-tech weaponry and unconventional ways and means 

will present a dangerous challenge to US planners as they seek to develop a military strategy to 

counter such threats. We should continue to modernize our forces for both conventional and 

unconventional wars with the appropriate mix of sophistication, quality, quantity, and flexibility. 

Finally, we need to build a flexible, adaptable and mobile force that can rapidly respond to crises 

around the globe. 
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